The above image shows Jodi Whitaker as the first female Dr. Who. It is being used under the
Fair Use Act for the purposes of research and criticism.

Protesting A Female Dr. Who Is Sexist?
By Raymond Towers
Everything is better when it has a vagina pasted on top of it. No, actually that’s not true in
every case. We keep seeing this agenda everywhere, an effort to replace every male lead in an
iconic movie or TV show with a female lead, or worse, a female ‘person of color.’ Why is this
bad? Well, it’s not always bad, but most of the time it is, and it’s time people had a real look at
WHY this is taking place and gave their honest opinion through critical thinking. Most of the
time, we only see inflammatory, knee-jerk reactions that further divide us. This might be a
pointless exercise, since the Liberal Left, as a whole, is not intelligent enough to reason these
ideas out, but at least I’m not afraid to put my opinion out there, and also the critical reasoning
behind it.
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Recently, we have seen a controversy erupt over the latest version of the sci-fi icon Dr.
Who, who has gone through a dozen incarnations, I believe, and for the first time is being cast as
female. Personally, I don’t care whether Dr. Who is a woman or not.
When I first began to write fiction, I made it a personal point to include men and women of
various ethnicity into my projects, and especially Hispanics because I felt they were underrepresented in modern pop media. I am an American-born Hispanic, but I don’t mind using
blacks, browns or whites in my stories. Over the last few years, I’ve gone even further by writing
stories featuring people from countries such as China, India, Pakistan and Russia. I have delved
into gay erotica, and I have a bit part in a current sci-fi series of short stories I’m writing, where a
Negro transgender is part of a ship’s crew. I’m already diverse, okay? You dimwitted liberals
can see that, right?
In the case of Dr. Who, I’m sure there are a few sexists out there demanding that their
favorite hero retains his cock and balls. However, as a whole, the sci-fi crowd is much more
tolerant than most people out there. Just look at the example of Star Wars, the original movies,
by the way, and not the appropriated junk versions we are seeing today. In the original Star
Wars, we had a heroic and daring female main character in Princess Leia, who picked up any
available blaster and started shooting things up right next to guys. This iconic female figure did
get in trouble and had to be saved at times, but guess what, so did the males! I’m not a big fan of
Dr. Who, because the show is too simplistic for me, but in a few episodes I watched the female
sidekick was too fluffy and lacking in character substance. Much more to my liking was Zooey
Deschanel in The Hitchhiker’s Guide To The Galaxy, who was crafty, wily and even goofy at
times. Maybe a change in the sex of Dr. Who will be a good thing, if it is done correctly. The
next question is, who is pushing this change and for what purpose?
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Nobody likes when their favorite heroes get their balls chopped off and a vagina grafted in
their place. It simply doesn’t work, but the liberal mentality is so short-sighted they cannot
fathom why this is the wrong thing to do. Look at what happened in the latest Ghostbusters
movie, where sub-standard women actresses, yes, I said actresses and not actors, were put in
place of the popular male actors from the 1980s. The result was a big, disastrous flop. Gay, white
male conservative Milo Yiannopoulus was ostracized from the LGBT community for his
criticism of that shit movie, despite that the G in LGBT stands for Gay.

Not attractive.

What women used to look like.
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Why wasn’t the movie called Ghostbusters 3? Why wasn’t it a sequel instead of a lame
‘reboot’? Think about that. I’ll give you the answer in a bit. Another case in point is the latest
garbage in the Star Wars movies, where the social agenda overshadows the sci-fi story. I haven’t
watched any of those movies, but from the reviews I’ve read those have been big failures as well.
I’ll ask the same question again, why weren’t these newer Star Wars failures titled Star Wars The New Adventures or something else? Why was Star Wars creator George Lucas banned for
criticizing them? (Update:I have watched The Phantom Menace since the time I wrote this
article. It was okay. Really bad reviews have kept me away from the rest of the newer movies.)
The liberal social agenda is as persistent as the globalist bankers that are funding their
communist programs, protests and subversion. (Thanks, Zionist / Marxist Jews!) This issue isn’t
simply about Dr. Who, but also about a multitude of other media venues that are being used to
socially engineer the public consciousness for the current generation of young people. In this
programmed reality, Marvel’s Captain America fights U.S. patriots, who are portrayed as evil
militia, skinheads and Nazis, while defending Mexicans illegally crossing the border. Liberal
Gender Confusion is leading to cross-dressing men with male genitals entering women’s
bathrooms to ogle little girls. Even worse, Feminists and Western Gays are fervently promoting a
barbaric religion that stones women for getting raped and tosses gay men out of buildings. (Saudi
Arabia hangs gay men and other dissidents from cranes, and Trump just sold them billions of
dollars worth of weapons recently, so the Saudis can continue to bomb the shit out of poor
Yemen. Thanks, Trump!) Don’t ever think that this example of Dr. Who is a separate
controversy; it is all part of the same global agenda to emasculate the Western white male into
societal inferiority. Nowadays, even Whitey wants to get rid of Whitey, thanks to the subversive
indoctrination of liberal arts colleges.
I will agree that the upper, conservative white hierarchy, including the capitalists and
empire-builders, is a problem, but we’re not talking about that right now. What we’re talking
about is this push to remove the testicles from the goyim and to replace them with more kosher
vaginas. Why is this happening, from a left versus right point of view?
What we’re looking at here is revisionist history. A new ruler comes in, wipes out the old
history and religion, and institutes his approved version in their place for the masses to consume.
Napoleon had his soldiers shoot at the Sphinx for target practice, to desecrate what came before
him, just as Islam’s explosives of peace have demolished Buddhist, Egyptian and Mesopotamian
artifacts and ancient sites in the name of their pirate god. The globalist bankers in the West aren’t
using outright violence, but they are using pop and news media for the same ends, through
movies, music, mainstream news, Youtube channels, CIA-Facebook and any other venue they
can subvert to spread their communist propaganda. I’ll say this about communism and socialism;
they might work, up until the people at the top put their interests above the interests of everyone
else. Look at what’s happening today in Cuba, Mexico and Venezuela for an example. The same
goes for capitalism. If the rulers are benevolent and altruistic, it’s a great thing. If the rulers are
imperialists and resource hoarders, such as the military-industrial complex and Big Pharma that
run the U.S. today, then we get the disaster we have in America right now. For an example of
that, see what’s going on in Brazil and Colombia.
By taking away Dr. Who’s balls, the liberals are attempting to revise mythology. I’ll say this
right now: liberals are not intelligent enough and not imaginative enough to come up with their
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own mythology through movies, books and comics. They don’t have what it takes to create new
fiction icons or superheroes that will stick in the mass consciousness. That’s why they didn’t
create a new Star Wars series, or a new Dr. Who series, like the producers that came up with the
various Star Trek offshoots based on the original series from the 1960s. Because liberals can’t
come up with a suitable Captain Tranny or Jihadi Jimmy Explores The Cosmos, they have to
steal ideas that are already established and to smear them over with their shitty way of thinking.
(Update: I wrote this before Star Trek Discover and Picard, and that really bad Star Trek cartoon.
According to fandom, they all stink.)
The bullies that pretend to stand against bullies are trying to bully the sane rest of us into
conforming to their skewed point of view. George Soros-funded groups such as the Social
Justice Warrior movement, Black Lives Matter and Antifa are promoting not peace but hatred
and violence. They aren’t doing a very good job at that either, because not all of us were
indoctrinated with the globalist, communist agenda from liberal colleges like those people were.
When the globalist rulers manipulate the movie and music industries, the comic book companies
and the news media (and porn!), we get to see Miley Cyrus sexualized while sucking on a baby
bottle and wearing a diaper, Madonna performing occult rituals at half-time shows, Captain
America becomes Captain Illegal, celebrity Negroes brag about killing whites in movies, and
now Dr. Who has turned into Dr. Her. Don’t worry, sooner or later we’ll have Tranny Boy,
Captain Ma’am or The Amazing Genderless Cumquat, but those won’t be original ideas. They
will simply be re-brandings of Superman and Batman who wear fashionable skirts and panties
instead of the comic book wrestling tights crime-fighting heroes have always worn. (Update: We
just witnessed Superman becoming gay in fall of ‘21.)

It’s a bird, it’s a plane, it’s a refreshingly modern take on a classic superhero. - Huff Post
Most of us know what Captain America and Superman stand for. If liberals were capable of
creating anything intellectually entertaining, it would have happened way back in the 1960s or
1970s and it would have taken a strong hold at least within their own community. The fact that
they haven’t done it tells me that only sycophants will watch a show featuring Gender Confused
youth, Islamist women selling cookware while wearing full Hijabs, or Lucifer touting the
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benefits of pagan sacrifices to pre-schoolers. That is, unless those people already indoctrinated in
liberal dogma force others to watch their propaganda in the same way we are forced to watch
contrived trash such as the new Ghostbusters, the newest Star Trek series, and now, very likely, a
pro-globalist Dr. Her.

Ancient cultures had their own versions of comic books and reality TV, you know. They
were called the Greek and Roman myths, the Vedas, and they make up most of the fables you
find in the Bible. Half-man, half-god Hercules was replaced by half-man, half-god Jesus, and
nowadays we have another half-man, half-god we call Superman. The pure mythology of Dr.
Who has been corrupted by the liberal parasite working at the behest of global communists.
Mark my words, we will soon be reading a Disney / Marvel comic book featuring Tranny Boy,
and we will soon be given new, androgynous, bisexual or pedophile gods to believe in, probably
in the form of pop stars like Madonna, Jay-Z or Bieber, all brought to us by the same, small
group of puppet masters that have been leading us around by the ears ever since the time of early
Babylon.
The socialist / communist ploys aren’t working, and they’re not going to work because they
haven’t worked since the time of Plato. What’s happening now is the same wash, rinse and
repeat cycle we had, again, ever since Babylon, with very little positive, spiritual ascension in the
human soul. Like the capitalists, the socialists don’t care if they ruin the world, as long as they
get their fistful of power in the end. Unless the Sheep shake themselves out of their dependency
of god-figures, as in politicians, priests and royalty, as a whole the entire human race is destined
to wallow in the shit the ‘elite’ drop on our heads. I don’t know about the rest of you, but I think
over four thousand years of the same old shit is more than enough. Unfortunately, I’m in the
minority as far as my altruistic way of thinking goes, and people in general hope for the best, but
continue to settle for the worst. Being the change I want to see in the world doesn’t work if only
a few of us are doing it.
Anyway, I wonder if I should create a new hero to counter the liberal regression that is
taking us back to the dark ages. Maybe I’ll call him Captain Milo. You think that might stick?
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